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HIGH INTENSITY HEATER

Our premium-heater as industry standard 



Decentralized for maximum efficiency 
Decentralized direct fired systems have the ad-
vantage that the generation and release of the 
heat take place in one system. This prevents 
distribution losses - which is the basis of highest 
efficiency.

Gas-infrared-high intensity heaters create radi-
ant heat similar to the sun’s rays. People, objects 
and areas are heated directly without heating up 
the ambient air. That means, despite low ambient 
temperatures a comfortable warmth is felt. The 
heat is directly available exactly where it is  
needed without transmission losses.

In practice that means: the air temperature can be 
kept by 3 to 5 Kelvin below nominal temperature - 
with optimum, comfortable thermal sensation and 
simultaneous energy savings.

Proven technology
Proven for more than 70 years: our atmospheric 
Premix-burner. In this injector burner, the gas 
is premixed with the necessary combustion air 
and distributed in the stainless steel-combus-
tion chamber. The homogenised gas-air-mixture 
passes through a perforated, ceramic plate. The 
combustion process takes place on the surface and 
is of course environmentally friendly in the low-
NOx-range.

The innovative high-grid radiation grid is instal-
led in front of the ceramic plates. This constantly 
provides a stable flame and best radiation yield.

WARMTH CREATES COSINESS
Gas-infrared-high intensity heaters are decentralized heating systems – that is, 
heat is generated directly where it is needed.

combustion chamber for  
gas-airmixture preheating -  
tension-free installation

patented  
double nozzle

radiation grid

control and 
regulation unit

blow-backproof,  
radiation optimized high 
performance ceramics

stable  
industry reflector 



The centerpiece: the combustion chamber 
High temperatures mean great thermal expan-
sions. For this reason, our combustion chamber 
is suspended tension-free in the housing. This 
unique GoGaS construction is perfect: the li-
fespan of the device is significantly extended, 
maintenance is made easier and, if necessary, the 
combustion chamber can be exchanged easily. 

Catchword of the ErP-Directive 
In the new ErP-Directive for heating devices, 
“Seasonal Efficiency” is an important catchword. 
According to this approach, heating systems are 
operated at part-load 85 % of the time. With 
our unique, patented double nozzle, the power 
in part-load operation can be reduced by 50 % 
- pressure independent. In this way, we achieve 
maximum values in the “Seasonal Efficiency”. 

The power control via the double nozzle is pulse 
width modulation capable (PWM) and thus adapts 
to all requirements. 

control and 
regulation unit 

freely mounted 
combustion chamber

patented 
double nozzle

  immediately available heat

  full and part area heating possible

 good thermal comfort

 maximum efficiency

 eco-friendly

 no dust turbulence and drafts 

 low-noise

 robust

 low-NOx

Gas-air mixture
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M High intensity heater

M 6 M 12 M 18 M 24 M 36

Nominal heat load [kW]
min 3¹ 6 9 12 18

max 6¹ 12 18 24 36

Seasonal Efficiency [%]
einstufig 85,0 86,2 84,7 86,5 86,6

zweistufig 87,9 90,4 88,8 90,7 90,8

Radiation factor
Volllast 0,62 0,64 0,61 0,65 0,65

Teillast 0,62 0,64 0,61 0,65 0,65

Power supply [V / Hz] 230 / 50

Electrical power consumption [W] 29

Current [A] 0,13

Gas connection [Zoll] 1/2

Gas supply pressure [mbar]

G20 20-60

G25 20-60

G31 60

Gas consumption
[m³/h]

G20 0,55 1,2 1,81 2,41 3,61

G25 0,7 1,4 2,1 2,8 4,2

[kg/h] G31 0,51 0,93 1,4 1,87 2,8

Weight [kg] 14 22 30 39 54

Width (A) [mm] 480 849 1218 1587 2350

Hight (B) [mm] 436 425 425 417 417

NOx [mg/kWh] 16,2 14,4 16,2 16,2 14,4

NOx-Category 4²

side view front view

¹ rounded values; please refer to the technical documentation for exact details 

² best possible classification
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